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TAKE A DOSE OF PORTRUSH …
... as recommended by Doc Martin
by Hugh McGrattan
ON THURSDAY 5 July 1900, the 22nd annual meeting of the North of Ireland Branch of
the British Medical Association was held in Portrush. The choice of venue was
dictated by the fact that a local doctor had been elected president of the prestigious
body. He was Dr J. Charles Martin, MD, BCh, BA (University of Dublin), a much
respected but high-spirited GP who was noted for his occasionally unconventional
approach to medicine.
No doubt his colleagues were anticipating something special in his Presidential
Address and they were not disappointed. Taking as his title “Portrush from a Medical
Point of View”, Dr Martin told them to forget about sea cruises aimed at improving
their patients’ health. He recommended instead a holiday in Portrush! His view was
that a stay in Portrush would do one more good than a cruise and would be “without
the attendant inconveniences and other distressing accompaniments” - no doubt
meaning rolling decks and seasickness. It is not known what was the reaction of Dr
Martin’s colleagues to his Portrush prescription, but the address was later published
as a Paper in the Dublin Journal of Medical Science.
Dr Martin, as one of two GPs in the town, had been a highly
regarded figure in the life of Portrush for around 20 years. His
activities included the position of sanitary officer to the
town’s recently-created Urban District Council. Such was his
interest in the town, however, that he was soon to resign
from that post so that he could stand for election as a
councillor himself.
This he did successfully, topping the poll in 1901 and going on
to become the Council chairman for several years.
Dr Charles Martin, a legendary figure in the life of Portrush for half a century,

Dr Martin based his 1900 conclusions on the fact that Portrush was built on a
promontory and had a seaboard of about two miles. He declared: “Residence in the
town itself may be fairly considered to hold out the advantages of life on board a
ship, the Atlantic Ocean beating practically all around – a sojourn, from this point of
view, being as good as a sea voyage, without the latter’s attendant inconveniences
and other distressing accompaniments.”
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Backing up his argument, Dr Martin pointed out how the streets and paths of
Portrush dried up in “an incredibly short time” even after the heaviest of showers.
Yet the exhausting effects of oppressive heat need never be experienced on account
of the prevalence of a refreshing sea breeze “which is never absent”.
Modern water supply and sewage disposal facilities complimented the town’s natural
advantages – the provision of inside toilets being highlighted. The first scheme to
provide a water supply had begun in 1878 with an extension in 1896.
The town’s main sewerage system in 1900 covered five or six of the principal streets
and discharged at the back of the harbour where the north pier joined the
“practically inaccessible cliffs of Ramore Head”. Two smaller systems intercepted the
private sewers of the terraces along the sea front thus preventing any pollution of
the foreshore.
Doc Martin did not trouble his colleagues with “dry statistics”, pointing out that
“anything can be proved by figures”. He turned instead to the authority of another
highly honoured Portrush resident, Rev Jonathan Simpson.The minister of Portrush
Presbyterian Church was by then one of the oldest inhabitants of Portrush and was
thus able to recall the cholera epidemic of 1848. He confirmed that while the
epidemic raged in Coleraine and Bushmills, not a single case occurred in Portrush,
except one man who had just arrived from Coleraine in a car.
Regarding the “well-known effects” of sea-water bathing, Dr Martin was high in his
praise of the new baths in the Northern Counties Hotel, which were open to the
public, They were, he said, justly considered to be the finest in the kingdom.
Just how serious Dr Martin was in his praise for the medicinal powers of Portrush is
not known, but he was noted for his light-hearted view on life, as is evidenced by the
story of the lady who once approached him concerning a “worm” in her throat, a
distressing condition that had affected her for many years. Despite investigation by
specialists in America, France, Germany, Vienna and London, no one had been able
to locate or cure her of this affliction.
Having examined her and ascertained that there was nothing wrong, Dr Martin
nevertheless told her: “I can see the little devil”. He asked her to return in the
morning. Meanwhile, he would prepare to remove it. That evening he located a small
worm in his garden and bleached it overnight in surgical spirit. The following day he
went through the motions of removing something from the lady’s throat. He then
flourished the small white worm on a pair of forceps.The lady was completely and
permanently cured. Over subsequent years she corresponded regularly with the
Portrush doctor who had “cured” her and she visited him when she was in the
country!
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Unconventional though Dr Martin might have been at times, he was greatly
respected and trusted by the people of Portrush, as was his son, Dr Mant Martin,
who succeeded him after his death in January 1925. One of the great legacies of Dr
Charles Martin was the provision of a hospital for the Portrush area. Along with Miss
Elizabeth Reynolds, former Matron of the famous Adelaide Hospital in Dublin, he
created the Hopefield Hospital which for 100 years served the needs of the people of
the North Coast.

The Hopefield Cottage Hospital, which served the needs of the Portrush area for 100 years.
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